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The brothers menaechmus plot summary

play by Plautus MenaechmiWritten byPlautusCharactersPeniculus (Menaechmus's parasite)Menaechmus of EpidamnusErotium (Menaechmus' mistress)Silindrus (Erotium's cook)Sosicles/Mena Eromus of (Syracuse)Messenio (slave)Erotium's servantMenaechmus' wifeFather-in-law of Menaechmusa doctorDecio (wife's servant)Settinga street in Epidamnus,
in front of the homes of Menaechmus and Erotium Menaechmi, A latina-language game, is often considered Plautus' greatest play. The title is sometimes translated as The Brothers Menaechmus of The Two Menaechmuses. The Menaechmi is a comedy about mistaken identity, involving a set of twins, Menaechmus from Epidamnus and Menaechmus from
Syracuse. They include several Roman stock characters, including the parasite, the comic courtesan, the comic servant, the dominant woman, the dodding father-in-law and the quack. As with most of Plautus' plays, much of the dialogue was singed. [1] Plot Moschus has twin boys, Menaechmus and Sosicles. Moschus decides to take just one of the twins,
Menaechmus, with him on a business trip, while the twins are still young. During the trip, Menaechmus is kidnapped and adopted by a businessman who lives in Epidamnus and separates the twins. Their father dies from grief and their grandfather changes Sosicles' name to Menaechmus (i.e. Menaechmus from Syracuse). When the twins are grown to
manhood, Menaechmus of Syracuse sits in search of his brother. He arrives in Epidamnus, unaware that his twin brother is there too. Here the brother is first shown being the despair of his jealous wife with good reason. He is seen leaving his home and beating his spouse as a shrew and a harpy, promising that she will have good reason for her jealousy. He
confides to Peniculus, a professional parasite, that he stole his wife's mantle and went to give it to Erotium, a prostitute who lives next door. The two go to Erotium's door, and the man presents the mantle with plenty of blandishments. He suggests a fitting comeback will include a dinner for himself and Peniculus. Erootium agrees, and the two men go to the
Forum for preliminary drinks while the meal is prepared. Meanwhile, the twins of Syracuse arrived with Messenio, his slave. The latter warns him of the depravity of Epidamnus and is encouraging an end to the search for his missing brother as their money is almost gone. His master gives his wallet for safekeeping to the slave who lingers his warning against
the cunning people of Epidamnus who think nothing of accelerating a stranger and bilking him of his money, when Erotium steps out of her home and endearingly honors the Syracuse Menaechmus and imagines him being his brother. She asks why he hesitates to enter when dinner is ready, and the confused ask her, very formally, what business he has
with her. Why, the business of Venus, Erotium answers coyly. Messenio whispers to his master master the lady is undoubtedly a scheme for his money, asking her if she knows his master. He is Menaechmus, of course, answering Erotium. It stunned the twins, but Messenio explained that spies from the city's dears probably learned his name. Erotein,
gruelling from what she considers foolishness, tells Menaechmus to come in to dinner and bring Peniculus. Peniculus, he replies, is in his luggage — and what dinner is she talking about? The dinner he ordered when he hosted his wife's mantle, she replies. He first protests in vain that he has no wife and has just arrived in the city, then begins to realize the
possibilities of a dinner and a pretty girl. He sends Messenio to the inn and gives him orders to return for his master at sunset. After the meal, he left his house with a garland on his head and the mantle over his arm; Erotica did tell him to let it trim again. He chuckling over his luck-dinner, kissing and an expensive mantle—all for nothing, when the irate
Peniculus, who lost the Epidamnus twins in the Forum crowd, met him and betrayed him for dining before he could come. Naturally treated as a stranger, Peniculus angrily rushes to tell the other twins' wife of the stolen mantle. The Syracuse brother, further baffled because the unknown Peniculus addressed him by his name, pinched his ear to make sure
that he was awake when Erotium's maid comes out and hands him a bracelet to be taken to a goldsmith for recovery. He suspects that something is amiss, and hurrys down to the inn to tell Messenio about the happy shower of valuables raining down on him. Now the angry woman, narrated by Peniculus is racing from her husband's trick, just in time from her
home to meet her husband returning from the Forum and expecting Erotium's banquet. She tells him to return the mantle or stay out of her house, and the man goes to Erotium to get it, decides to buy his sweetheart a better one. He's tight when she declares him a liar and a cheat, telling him that she's already given him both the mantle and her bracelet. So
the Epidamnus twin finds the doors of both his wife and mistress slammed into his astonished face, and going down to get the advice of his friends. The Syracuse Menaechmus returns, the mantle still over his arm, looking for Messenio, who left the inn. His brother's wife sees him and accepts him to be her husband, demanding he confess his shame. He
asks her of what he should be ashamed of - and furthermore why she should address a total stranger like that. He adds that he doesn't steal her mantle, that a lady gave it to him. It's too much for the woman, who calls her father out of the house. The father, who also accepts to be the man, tells him that he should be crazy. This idea seems an excellent way
of escaping for Menaechmus: he feigns insanity so violently the father rushes off for a doctor, the woman seeks search in the house, and Menaechmus goes off to resume his hunt for Messenio. As the father comes back with a doctor, the real man returns. He flies into a rage when his wife and father-in-law add to his problems by implying he is very crazy.
His anger convinces the doctor of his wreath, and he summons slaves to bind him and take him to an asylum. Only then does Messenio appear, thinking the struggling man his master, overwhelm the slave. As a reward, he asks for his own freedom. The man tells Messenio that he doesn't know him, but by freeing all ways to consider himself; then he starts to
suspect he can really be a little crazy when Messenio tells him that he will soon return to give him the money he safeguards. However, husband Menaechmus is not too added to confess his ownership of the purse. The man goes to Erotium's house in further search of the mantle. The Syracuse twin returns, in his quest for Messenio, right now when the serve
is rushing back with his wallet. His master embraced him because he was so long gone, but the slaves protest that he had just saved his owner from ruffians and was set free. The master ponders this new mud when his twins appear from Erotium's house. The two brothers rub their eyes in bewilderment to see each other, but explanations quickly bring
recognition. They embrace. The lucky master truly releases the slave, and the brothers decide that the first Menaechmus will go to live with his twins in Syracuse. Messenio announces an auction in the morning of the man's goods, all to go to the block — even the woman, if there's a buyer. Adaptations and Influences This play was the main source for
William Shakespeare's The Comedy of Errors. [2] Shakespeare's work was adapted in turn for the musical theatre by Rodgers and Hart in The Boys from Syracuse and as the 1954 opera Double-Trouble by Richard Mohaupt (Libretto: Roger Maren). [3] A similar line of influence was Carlo Goldoni's 1747 play I due gemelli veneziani (The Two Venetian
Twins) (also adapted as The Venetian Twins in 1979). Shakespeare's Twelfth Night also features wrong twins, the sister dressed as a boy. Translations William Warner, 1595 Another (?) Shakespeare Allusion on JSTOR and Encyclopedia of Literary Translation Into English: A-L Henry Thomas Riley, 1912: Menaechmi (full text) Paul Nixon, 1916–38 Edward
C. Weist and Richard W. Hyde, 1942 Palmer Bovie, 1962 E. F. Watling, 1965 Erich Segal, 1996 Deena Berg and Douglas Parker, 1999 David M. Christenson, 2010 [2] Dr. Richard E. Prior, Furman University, Classics , 1960–63 Wolfang de Melo, 2011 [4] References ^ Paul L. MacKendrick, Herbert M. Howe, Classics in Translation, Volume II,1959, [1] May
11, 2011 ^ Olive Class, Editor, Encyclopedia of Literary Translation, 2000, p. 1266 Richard Mohaupt. ^Plautus; Translated by Wolfgang de Melo (2011). Plautus, Vol II: Casina; The coffin comedy; Curculio; Epidicus; The Two Menaechmuses. Loeb Classic Library. In 1994, Die Burger and Die Burger first called for Die Burger and die Burger and die Burger
and external links Menaechmi at Die Latin Library (full text in Latin) Menaechmi in the 1980s: full text in Latin and complete text in English at Perseus. Retrieved 1Plautus' Menaechmi orbiting the young Menaechmus I, kidnapped as a child from Tarentum and now leads a seemingly normal life in Epidmamnus. He is married to a sailor dotata and enjoys a life
of almost daily celebration with a courtesan (Erotium) and a parasite (Peniculus). However, Menaechmus I am hacked by his dominating wife and is systematically exploited by Peniculus, his clients and the greedy meretrix.1 Almost simultaneously, conditions ripe for ending this life, with Menaechmus I's estrangement from his familiar and social milieu, and
his eventual removal of the policy, thus offering a truly happy ending typical of Plautine. It is facilitated by the arrival of Menaechus II, his identical twin, who set out from Syracuse in search of him. 2 The playing centers on how Menaechmus II is taken in two incidents for his brother, the second of which repeats the first in many respects. In acting his new
found role, Menaechmus II exposes the true character of the Epidamnians and eventually sets his twins out of their clutches. In the first instance, Menaechmus II unknowingly uses his brother's role as a composer of an input comedie and enjoys a festival in the company of Erotium; thus, the situation created helps menaechmus I distancing from its nearest
company. In the second case, Menaechmus II unreadfully re-embodies his brother, who is thought to have driven insanely, and so effected the further separation of Menaechmus I from the policy: the latter's father-in-law resorts to a doctor, who diagnoses the wrong twins as being out of his mind and orders his forced removal to a mental clinic. This marks the
excrement of a process by which Menaechmus I, which has never truly been integrated into Epidamnus, is actively cast out of the city. At the same time, Menaechmus II's quest for its twin, which is presented as an expensive, useless undertaking upon its arrival in town, bears fruit through the evolution of meta-plays. 3Scholars usually treat the meta-dramatic
efforts of Menaechmus II from Syracuse on two separate occasions as independent performances;2 however, their interdependence of the meta-dramatic initiatives of his Epidamnian brother has largely escaped scrutiny, such as their function as a tool for his gradual withdrawal from town, in with the overall fabric of a play focusing on duality.3 In this
interdependence of meta-poetic initiatives it becomes clear that twins help twins throughout the though it is unknowable. 4The purpose of this paper is twofold: to suggest (1) that Menaechmus II's largely unintended but repeated assumption of an alternative identity functions as a vehicle for his kidnapped brother's gradual separation from society exploiting
him; and (2) that this gradual withdrawal occurs throughout the play, rather than just at the end, after the recognition. Setting the goals in context 5Doubling and mirroring characters is, of course, a default Plautine technique drawing on the earlier New Comedy tradition. In Miles Gloriosus, for example, the courtesan Philocomasium plays her fictional twin
sister, Dicea, as part of the slave's trouble. Similarly, in Casina a similar pattern develops as the two slaves, Olympio and Chalinus, function as doubles of each other. In Pseudolus too, the sycophant Simia plays out of the role of Harpax, Namely of the slave who forms part of the Macedonian solider who was promised the mere Phoenicium to, can be read as
the double of Pseudolus, the Plautine clever slave par excellence, who employs Simia to deceive Simo, the father of the adulescens Callidorus, who is in love with the meretrix Harpax as well as the Leno Ballio. Last but not least, as part of mythological burlesque, doubling also takes on an organic dramatic role in a Plautus' Ampfitruo, where by divine
mechanism Jupiter functions as a double of Amphitruo with the conkomitant character mirroring of Mercury as Amphitruo's slave Sosia, which leads as it does to the In the case under investigation, the paper aims to place the comic mechanism within the dramatic context of Plautus' Menaechmi with a view to establishing the ways in which this Plautine device
drives the plot, delineates characters and provides several meta-dramatic opportunities. Menaechmus I as poeta comicus 6Menaechmus I live a life of seemingly normalcy in Epidamnus. Despite his obscure origins, he contracted a successful marriage to a sailor dotata, a number of clients and was apt with a courtisan.4 The play's opening law, however,
provides an immediate illustration of the way he is bruised by his dominating wife and exploited by his associates. 7On enters, the parasite Peniculus announces its intention to take to its patron for another evening of irresponsible excess (96-9);5 but this proposal also reveals the expensive way Menaechmus I'm used to buying the company from its
customer. The parasite further provides the dramatic motivation to latch onto its patron, as one that sets up exceptionally lavish entertainment. Peniculus compares these meals to the holiday banquets held during the festival of Ceres, the ludi Cereales (101), which offers the plebeians opportunity for rare feast.6 8From the moment he first appeared on stage,
the twins of Epidamnus take on the functions of a poet, enterembling entere the 'composition' of one such comic festival. He rebukes his wife for failing to submit to his wishes and asking where he's going.7 He's threatening further to divorce her if she continues to spy on him, given the fact that he's fulfilling his part in their marital contract by offering her what
she needs (120-1a). While he portrayed himself as a victim of his wife's excessive vigilance, he also treats her as a sponsor of his revelations. It comes from the fact that his tirade is part of the stage trouble of stealing her expensive gown, what he wears under his garment.8 He's to offer it to his mistress Erotium to buy her favours when he takes her to dinner
(124): hodie ducam scortum ad cenam atque aliquo condicam foras ('I'm sick taking a prostitute to dinner today and engaging myself somewhere outside'). The stolen garment therefore becomes a prerequisite for arranging the meal, helping to define Menaechmus I am revelatory as an input game. That the man engages in play-acting is also immediately
seen after his wife's exit, when he seeks out happiness from adulterous men in the audience, proudly displaying the gown and recapturing it as a trophy won in 'battle'.9 What's more, it appears the local twins are in the habit of purifying his wife's valuables to buy the favors of his lakes , thus indicating that he is also 'addicted' to the latter. 9Peniculus heard his
patron plan to eat alone with the courtesan, and considered it a deliberate snub. He accuses Menaechmus I, determined to withdraw an invitation to the festival (135). In return, his patron seeks praise for his latest theft; but the parasite is unwilling to share in the elation unless he is told where the banquet will take place (150-1). Under pressure from
Peniculus, Menaechmus I changed his initial plan to include him in the entertainment at Erotium's house (152): clam uxorem est ubi pulcre habeamus, hunc comburamus diem ('There's a place where we can have a great time behind my wife's back and where we can burn this day 10The new plan moves a step closer to implementation when the two men
encounter the meretrix outside her home. In every way the conversation menaechmus I initiate with Erotium reverses his earlier dispute over leaving the house: unlike the hatred expressed towards his wife, he declares his love for the meretrix (180-1); and unlike the overweight spouse who scrapes her husband at every turn, the meretrix receives her lover in
the most effective terms (182), because of the expensive gifts he brought her. 11The subsequent action involves staging the comic festival. The lover is comically offering the gift to his mistress as if it were a voice offer to the goddess for help received, and in return asks her to give her cook a feast outside the ordinary Prepare.10 The lover therefore
effectively asks her to prepare a feast outside the usual (208-13). Prepare. both the meretrix and the cooking actors in its meta-play. 12Beyond offers the plebeians the opportunity to enjoy rare festival, the ludi Cereales provided the context for staging comic dramas.11 Through the skilled combination of play acting and rare festivals, Menaechmus I's initiative
could make the earlier allusion to the festivals of Ceres significant, given the fact that his input play is staged on a religious context within Roman dramatic festivals. Once he issued his stage directions the local twin exits with the parasite to the forum. Menaechmus II's arrival 13The counter-murder marks the end of Menaechmus I am illusory happiness
beginning on arrival in Epidamnus of Menaechmus II, with its slave Messenio in tow. The arrival of new characters on the scene will lead to the gradual alienation of the Epidamnian from its familiar and social environment and ultimately to the discovery of its true identity. The pair from Syracuse have spent the past six years searching for the long lost brother.
The slave appears to be functioning as an obstacle to materializing the comedy's end, as he points out that their dwindling finances won't allow them to continue the search for much longer. Menaechmus II, however, remains adamant he will never abandon the quest for as long as he lives. This decision can be understood as moving the plot to its happy
ending, and was possibly motivated by an awareness of the lot suffered by kidnapped children sold in slavery (242-6).12 14The encounter between the cook and Menaechmus II is characterized by the tension between the latter's supposed identity as input poet and its real status as a for as long as this opposition remains unresolved, the cheerful making is
withheld. Cylindrus declares his surprise to see the input poet arrive early for the banquet, and attempts to be informed of the whereabouts of his parasite, but Menaechmus II accuses the cook of being insane for being a stranger annoyed, namely someone who is not directly related to the world of the input game (293): hominid ignoto. As argued by Ketterer,
Menaechmus II's mission would have ended upon his arrival in town, did not characterise Messenio the majority of his inhabitants as fraudulent, thus preventing him from realizing that here as in subsequent incidents, he is being taken for his identical twins.13 Along with this realistic explanation, one might also take into account, which also prevents the
Syracusan twins from realising that people misled him for his brother.14 The cook tried Menaechmus II's memory jogs by indent from other erven composed in extra-dramatic space and time: his brother's relationship with the courtesan (300) and the liberal supping of wine at her table (302). Menaechmus II once again denies involvement in these revelations
and defends his identity as a newcomer in and accordingly in the plot (305-6): qui ante hunc die/Epidamnum numquam vidi nec veni? ('I've never seen or set foot in Epidamnus before this day'). The fact that the cook shows the Syracusan twins the basket of provisions for the meal makes it clear that he still regards the twins of Syracuse as composer of the
evening's entertainment. Without inviting the 'input poet' inside Silindrus, the house enters to leak the courtisan's help and consequently lends new impetus to the plot. 15 As she leaves home, the meretrix recommends her servants to get everything inside ready (351-6): ERO sine fores sic, abi, nolo operiri.intus para, cura, vide, quod opust fiat: sternite lectos,
incendite smells; munditiaillecebra animo est amantium.amanti amoenitas malo est, nobis lucro est. ERO Let the door like this, go away, I don't want it to be closed. Get ready inside, take care, and make sure that what's needed is done. Lay out the couches, burn the incense. Elegance is an enticing to lovers' hearts. For a lover loveliness leads to loss, for us,
to make a profit. 16Here Erotium's instructions are stage directions for the arrangement of the interior 'stage' where the entertainment should take place. The decision to keep the door ajar is aimed at enticing her guest inside. Her orders admirably bring the distinct interests of participants in the festivities to the fore-unclean 15 the emphasis on perfume as
allures for lovers, what a source of income for courtesans.16 The clear motives of the two parties are evident in Erotium's mercenary approach and the naiveté of Menaechmus I, who foolishly believes that his mistress is in love with him. 17The binary opposition of Menaechmus II as traveler vs. insert poet, expanded above, is again observed in the
encounter between the courtesan and the cook;17 any repetition serves to underline the courtesan's success in coaxing Menaechmus II to take on in his new persona of input poet for performing the festival, as opposed to the cook's failure to do so. 18Erotium takes the travelling twin to be the input poet wondering why he doesn't come into the house and so
the world of the meta-play, further informing him that all his meta-dramatic orders have been acted upon. As in the previous scene, Menaechmus II defended his identity as ignotus, and thus so unrelated to the play within the play, denying any knowledge of her (369-70); but the meretrix declares her love for him because of his generosity (372): benefactis.
His continued rejection of the invitation to the lavish banquet sends the comic plot and motivates the meretrix to ask why he ordered to arrange the banquet with her and his parasite following the theft of his wife's palla; but the twins Syracuse affiduces his identity as a stranger and accordingly as someone un related to these efforts. The response that she is
looking for someone else is asking the meretrix to name his father's name. The name she gives seems to assume the function of a comically staple identity token, disclosing notoriety; it therefore removes doubt from Menaechmus II's mind, which ultimately allows him to suspect that the woman might know him, even if she takes him for someone else.
19Menaechmus II chooses to accept the part of the input poet, unknowingly take on the persona of his brother and displace eventual hymfrom of the plot. That's only possible, of course, thanks to his twin's meta-dramatic propensities. Messenio again displays an anti-festive attitude but is silenced by his master, informing him of the need to obtain hospitium.
20As a new poet Menaechmus II amends his brother's meta-game, imposing his own rules, and thus shifts the movement of plot to his own interests: he locks the parasite out of the festival as he knows nothing about him (423-4): neque ego illum maneo nec flocci facio nec, si venerit, /eum volo intro mitti ('No, I'm not waiting for him at all and I don't care
about him at all, and if he comes I don't want him to be in'). In place of another — his identical twin — he enters the house alone, having previously instructed Messenio to meet him before sunset. 21The entertainment is an off-stage scene, but the audience learns about it when Menaechmus II leaves the house, cliff and wears the gown, to tell from his
achievements (473-7): without paying he has enjoyed full hospitium, slept with his hostess and acquires an expensive gown, which he intends to sell for much-needed cash. 22The Syracusan twins' remarkable skills as an actor should be seen not only in the off-stage action, but also in the events taking place in front of the audience.18 The courtesan's maid
comes out of the house with a bracelet — a further sign of Menaechmus I'm systematic adultery in the play's extra dramatic events — and asks him to take it to the goldsmith (524-7). Temporarily forgetting the persona of a party-goer, Menaechmus II asks when the maid needs the bracelet back; but he then steps back into the demands of his role and
pretends to remember, true to his habit of playing with others when he has something to win.19 What's more, he engages in improvisation when he considers a chance to turn hospitium further to his advantage, seeking information about some armlets supposedly given to the meretrix.20, the maid's response that no other gifts force him to step back into the
requirements of the role assumed. His subsequent assurances to the maid that he will take care of the gown and the bracelet further demonstrates his play-acting, as in truth he intends to sell it for ready cash (549): utility quantum quantum liceant veneant ('that it will be sold as quickly and expensively as possible'). The earning profits from this venture is
once again seen when the maid, banking on the generosity that is the hallmark of the Epidamnian twin, asks him to buy her earrings; but Menaechmus II only agrees to do so when the money is received. As soon as the maid goes out, he throws the flower servant to the left, to his brother's house, as a way to throw off the persona of partygoer and head



down the opposite direction to meet his slave, thereby restarting the role of traveller (555:21 ad laevam manum. 23As poeta comicus the Syracusan shows off his brother, take advantage of the situation and enjoy the comic festival staged by the latter at Erotium's home.22 By doing so, however, Menaechmus II also indisputably helps bring the true colors of
his brother's immediate acquaintances and family, finally, the latter's Alienation from the family and social milieu 24The alienation of Menaechmus I from its familiar and social environment begins with the parasite breaking down ties with its patron. This development takes place in the encounter between Peniculus and Menaechmus II, once the latter leaves
the courtisan's home. The exchange was once again marked by the binary opposition between the stranger and the supposed input poet, as already seen in the previous encounters with Silindrus and the meretrix. On this occasion, Menaechmus II refuses to accept the alternative comic personality, because he has nothing to win from his mixing; the parasite
rages at Menaechmus II for not recognnising him and ironically cut off all ties with his patron. 25Peniculus sees Menaechmus II bruised and holds the palla and rebukes him for cheating on him from the meal in which he has a stake. Yet the twins of Syracuse defend his identity as ignotus, offering an explanation for why the parasite was excluded from his
meta-play (500-1): not edepol ego to quod sciam umquam ante hunc diem/vidi nec novi ('As far as I know, I've never seen you or been to know you before this day'). Peniculus demands that the 'stranger' admit stealing his wife's gown, in evidence that he is in fact involved in his meta-play. Menaechmus II's denial (his own meta-play doesn't involve theft)
disappoints Peniculus, which provides an eyewitness account of Menaechmus that I put on the gown, which was a necessary component of its stage trouble. When he pulls an empty again, the parasite shows his true colours as opportunist, stating that he will revenge his exclusion from the banquet by telling everything to the sailor (518-21). The irony here is
that he will thereby indisputably set in motion a chain of events that will help Menaechmus II deepen the remaining bands his twins hold in town and thus the comedy to his end. 26The split in familiar relationships develops one step further in the encounter encounter husband and wife. The parasite and the woman see the local twins returning from the forum;
they take him to be the same person who enjoyed the festival earlier. They hide between the two houses that form part of the stage landscape (570) and try to listen to his monologues about the corrupt institution of clients (571-601), which provided further evidence for the moral disintegration of Epidamnical society: he went to the forum but ultimately
defended his trusty client in court. That prevented him from arriving in time for the comic festival.23 The two characters who hear eavesdropping only the man's closing reflections on stealing his wife's palla (601). 27The subsequent exchange between the couple reveals the woman's mercenary view of marriage (possibly representative of Epidamnian
society), her only goal is to collect and protect material goods.24 Aided by the parasite, she seeks to withdraw a confession from an elusive Menaechmus I.25 The woman makes it clear that she is aware that the palla is , but the man feigns ignorance and resorts after begging (607). The sad feeling by the sailor over the loss of her gown (622, tristis
admodum) is the polar opposite of the emotions expressed earlier by the meretrix on seeing her client enter her home with the stolen goods (182): anime mi, Menaechme, ointment ('My darling, Menaechmus, hello'). Menaechmus I refuse to make amends for his actions and pretend not to know why his wife is so upset: he asks if she is wrong by the servants
and holds the charm offensive (626). Quite unlike Erotium, the sailor once again turns his advances down and brings her materialistic concerns further to the advance. Meanwhile, Peniculus contributes to the comedy of errors (631-4): he rebukes his patron for insulting him earlier and, as is clear to the audience, for excluding him from the comic feast. The
local twins fail to persuade his audience of what happened even if on this occasion he tells the truth about he didn't eat. Unable to obtain a confession, the woman names her husband as the ft (651) and the parasite accuses him of offering the gown to his mistress to access his mistress (652). In its uncertain situation, menaechmus admits I implicitly admit I
took the gown but just pretends to give it to the meretrix on loan (657); and the sailor reacts with an ultimatum: he will not be allowed back home unless he returns the stolen item (661-2). 28The settlement reached between husband and wife offers the former a chance to retrieve the gown and re-enter his home, restoring the status quo ante. Yet that doesn't
imply he'll stop seeing his mistress;26 rather, it merely serves to the woman expose materialistic concerns about the one-way traffic of goods.27 The play's audience is nonetheless good to posing that the man will not be able to retrieve the garment, which is unknown to him now in the possession of another man - his twin - who intends to sell it on as soon as
possible for much-needed cash.28 29The split in social relations goes even further in the encounter between Menaechmus I and the courtesan. The scene is designed to put the meretrix on a par with the sailor based on their materialistic concerns, delivering the latter an intraextual double from the former. Watching events from the perspective of
Menaechmus II's input comedy, Erotium suspects that the married twins have returned to her home to spend more time in her company (677), but the Epidamnian corrects her, looking at returning the gown now that he rumbled (678-9). As an actress in the Syracusan's input play, the meretrix points out that she already gave him the palla with the sprinter
(681-2); but Menaechmus I inform her that he has only recently returned from the forum. On a meta-poetic level, his response suggests his input play has not yet been acted against. The meretrix suspects that her client intends to deceive her with a view to holding the gown, although he has already enjoyed her services (685-6).29 She therefore prohibits him
from enduring her home (688-95). 30Menaechmus I'm exclusion from Erotium's house repeating the earlier scene in which he was locked out of his own home. The analogy is reinforced when the meretrix binds the supply of her favors to receiving gifts, doubling the sailor, who is interested in the one-way direction of goods as the central plank of her marriage
contract.30 Menaechmus II's second comedy 31Whereas the performances by Menaechmus II help release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in, they don't help vastly improve his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in , they help release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in, helping them release his brother from the
exploitative relationships he's in, helping them release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in, helping them release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in, helping them release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in , they help release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in, helping them release his
brother from the exploitative relationships he's in, helping them release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in, helping them release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in, helping them release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's in , they help release his brother from the exploitative relationships he is in, helping
them release his brother from the exploitative relationships he's The Twins are stranded in Epidamnus with no place to go: both houses are closed to him. However, in the subversive world of comedy, conditions now arise for its removal from the policy. This change will allow menaechmus I to be reunited with his identical twins and leave with him to his
homeland, lending a truly happy condemnation to the play. 32The turning point is reached when the sailor leaves the house and comes across Menaechmus II. The encounter between them is characterized by confusion about Menaechmus II's true identity, as man versus peregrinus; it therefore reproduces the opposition between input poet and stranger
seen earlier when the cook met Menaechmus II. Any repetition, however, serves to underscore the inversion of the earlier scene: while the cook tries to invite the wrong input poet for realising comic book festival, the sailor rebukes her 'husband' for turned her into a sponsor of his revelations. Symmetrical repetition is cardinal to a play that focuses on doubles.
33The woman sees Menaechmus II return like a victorious general, with praeda, drawing his brother's meta-poetic initiatives, on his shoulder. She takes him for the man and rebukes him for daring to appear before her (707-9); she further informs him that she would prefer to live as a divorce (720): viduam esse mavelim. Menaechmus II defends his identity
as peregrinus, and therefore as not her husband, at the same time his identity as a newcomer (723-4): a moss hic ita est/peregrino ut advenienti narrent fabulas? ('Or is it used here to tell gossip to new arrivals from abroad?'). Unconvinced by this response, the woman directly stated her intention to get divorce, lends a further development to the ultimatum
theme (725-6); once again, the threat has no impact on her underwear, as the sailor is not his wife. In an intratextual allusion to her earlier confrontation with Menaechmus I, the sailor still considers him her husband and censors him for stealing her palla and denying the fact (729); but the stranger claimed that another woman gave him the gown to take to the
embroidery (731-3). On a meta-dramatic level, this assertion directs attention to the difference between the input-erven devised by the two twins: as we know, the Epidamnian stole the gown while the latter took it from the meretrix and intends to sell it. His response infuriates the sailor, who sends her father, in the hope that he will see how badly she has been
abused and agrees to take her home. 34The earlier opposition between husband and peregrinus, examined in the encounter between the sailor and the 'man', reappears in the meeting between the old man, his daughter and the 'man'. Upon arrival, the senex appears determined to disinfect the tension between the couple, thereby helping his daughter. In the
beginning, the old man endorses the comic revelations of his son-in-law: he almost verbatims the man's opening fiirade, he further claims that it is quite within his son-in-law's rights to see the courtesan (788-9), given the fact that he honors his side of the marital contract by providing his legal wife with valuables, including jewellery and clothing. Still, the
situation changes when the sailor informs her father that her husband stole her gown and spinner to buy the favors of the meretrix (803-4). The senex sees it as a financial damage to the oikos (materialistic concerns are once again raised), which is why he turns to Menaechmus II to hear his defense. 35In the presence of the senex, the unmarried twins once
again deny stealing the gown (813-14) or ever entering the house, claiming that he is not related to them in any way (815-17). For both parent and daughter, as compellingly argued by Ketterer, the surrounding objects indicate normal life as they are accustomed to it.32 events of this the old man takes Menaechmus II's claim not to live in his home as a mark
of childhood (819): insanissume; his daughter points out that the accused man's eyes and temples turned green, which she interprets in a similar way (828-30).33 36Menaechmus II considers both father and daughter to take his angry denial of their claims as an indication that he is estranged (831-2). Having decided that comic acting is the only logical way to
deal with the paranoia of the Epidamnians, he once again decides to adopt the identity they impose on him, unaware that he accepts the persona of his brother;34, but unlike his previous performance this time he impersonates a man driven to madness. His goal is to scare his harassers for showing animosity toward a peregrinus, rather than presenting
hospitium, and accordingly shifting the movement of plot to his own interests. 37The 'man's' new show as a madman again underscores his ingenuity and versatility as a comic poet who skillfully adapts to changing circumstances. Scholars discussed the meta-literary character of Menaechmus II's madness, with allusions to the ritual possession in Euripides'
Bacchae and Hercules Furens.35 His impersonation begins with yawning, marking the onset of his illness. Fear of the sailor motivates Menaechmus II to be possessed by Bacchus, who called him to a hunt (835-9). Unlike his daughter, the senex remains calm (840), leading Menaechmus II to renew and possess his strategy by feigning Apollo, who orders
him to burn the woman's eyes with his firebrand (840-1). In an unforeseen twist, the senex decides that he must fetch slaves to tie the occupied man and introduce a new dimension to the improvised meta-play (845-6). It forces Menaechmus II to dilute violence and invent a new order from Apollo and orders him to beat the woman with his fists (846-50). The
success of this comic brus (850-2) encourages Menaechmus II to go even further and scare the senex as well. That he reaches first by claiming Apollo would let him beat the old man with his cane (855-6), but in a spirited defense his opponent threatens to return (856-7). Menaechmus II finds out a new divine order to cut the old man's intrails and legs to
pieces with a double-edged axe (858-9). The new strategy produces results, as the senex admits to being terrified (861): sane ego illum metuo, ut minatur, ne quid male fax mihi ('I'm terribly scared, given the nature of his threats, that he can do my harm'). The despair of the old man increases (868) when Menaechmus II adds another order from Apollo to
trample on him with his chariot. If the senex appears before him with his stick, Menaechmus II switches tactics collapses in a fake faint, presumably because some other divine power prevents him from carrying out order to attack the old man (870-1).36 She falls to the ground marks the triumph of his input comedy, as the senex is dumbfounded by the
severity of his illness and the stage transitions into calling a doctor (875): medicum. Although the recretion can be read to an expert as simply a private and well-known initiative, the medical profession is perhaps better seen as representative society, responsible for protecting members of the policy from the threat posed by cliff. Marginalizing within the
community 38In his first case of acting, Menaechmus II is responsible for exposing the true nature of his brother's immediate associates and distancing him from his family and social milieu. In the second act, he initiates a process that brings the true self of the Epidamnian's remaining familiar and social environment to the prosperity. He therefore unknowingly
achieves the ever-further removal of his twin from society, which ultimately leads to his marginalisation within the policy. Symmetry therefore becomes an essential modity of comic representation. 39In terms of stage action, the old man's recretion to the doctor repeats the parasite's earlier resort after the sailor calls her into action (518-21). The close
association between the two cases is backed up by the fact that both the senex and the parasite take Menaechmus II to be the man. Of course, there's a difference in the way the two men respond: Peniculus engages in a fierce dispute with Menaechmus II, while the old man tries to heal his supposed son-in-law. However, this difference is determined by the
fact that the parasite is furious at his exclusion from the lavish banquet, while the old man is a witness to the 'man's' crazy act, and has a long-term interest in restoring harmony to his daughter's marriage. 40The mockery of medical consultation culminates when instead of examining the patient, the doctor who was called in asks the old man to diagnose the
disease (889-1). The two men run in Menaechmus I rather than his brother, but take him to be the madman (898).37 The encounter between the father-in-law, the doctor and the Epidamnian (U.5) repeats the exchange involving the sailor, the parasite and the man (IV.2). The dialogue interaction of the two scenes is lent further support by the fact that the old
man and the doctor are hiding in the exact same place (899-908) where Peniculus and the sailor withdrew earlier to listen to Menaechmus I's monologue when I return from the forum (571-601). 41In his entrance speech man recalled the gratitude of both the parasite and the meretrix, which left him homeless, and 3m his fate (899-908). The doctor heard the
man's despair and emerged at the old man's insinceration to examine him and a response (912), which is interpreted as symptomatic of his condition (912-13).38 Subsequent Subsequent Subsequent about wine (915) annoys the 'patient' even further, leading the expert to speak out that he's on the verge of insanity (916): iam hercle occeptat insanire
primulum ('Now he's starting to go crazy for the first time'). The alarm of the senex explains his subsequent request to the doctor to administer hellebore in order to save his daughter's marriage (919-20); but as a true professional the doctor wants to complete the medical interview before prescribing any treatment (921): mane modo, etiam percontabor alia
('Just wait, I'll ask about other things'). Notwithstanding the difference in motives, in his exhortations, the senex appears here as an intratextual double from Peniculus, who in the relevant encounter with the man and the sailor exhorts the uxor to teach her husband a lesson: 604, 628. The doctor interprets the Epidamnian's curse as the onset of his illness
(934): nunc homo insanire occeptat: de illis verbis cave tibi ('Now he's starting to have a pass. Be careful because of these words'); but the senex claims it's nothing compared to his earlier outburst, in which he called his wife a bitch and issued death threats (935-6), though ironically it was done by his twins. Mutatis mutandis, the senex reappears as an
intratextual double of the parasite, which also confused him with his twins in the symmetrical encounter with the sailor, when he chastised his patron for claiming to be an unknown outsider (631-4). The man's angry response to the nonsensical allegations of his father-in-law asking the latter to call the doctor for further action since being driven insanely (946):
not vides hominem insanire? ('Can't you see that he's crazy?'). Based on social institutions, the doctor has the legal authority and obligation to protect public health. He therefore recommends that four strong slaves be called to remove the patient with ydele to his psychiatric clinic (953), on the grounds that Menaechmus represents threat to society. This idea
is backed by the fact that the doctor is too afraid to stay alone with his patient and guard him when the old man goes down to fetch the slaves (954-5.39 42In who effect the marginalization of the married twins from the community, the doctor appears to occupy a similar position on the sailor , blocking her husband's entrance to his home. Further credibility is
given to such a view considering that the policy makes up a macrocosm of the oikos. The demotion of the married twins within society, as with its exclusion from home, further reveals the intolerance of the Epidamnians towards the married twins, who have always treated them as a peregrinus. Rescue of marginalisation 43In the wake of the symposium
Messenio enters the stage to accompany his master the ship. His monologues about the values of a good and a fearful slave as a way to earn some of his master (U.6) offers an explanation for his earlier objections to festivities and prefiguses his actions when he sees the difficult slaves beating Menaechmus I and trying to drag him down to the doctor's clinic
(U.7).40 44 The scene involving the new humiliation of the man (U.7), duplicates the embarrassment he suffered outside the door of Erotium's home (IV.3). The analogy is backed up by the fact that the second incident (U.7) occurs the heels of his encounter with old man and the doctor (V.5), just as the first followed from the exchange with his wife and the
parasite (IV.2). Any duplication should pay attention to the failure of the slaves to achieve their goal, which is entirely due to Messenio's presence at the events (V.7), unlike the man's earlier embarrassment outside Erotium's doors, where he was alone on stage (IV.3). 45The slave sees Menaechmus I get beaten by the slaves, take him for his master and
rush to his aid. What's worth observing here is that in his involvement with Menaechmus I Messenio, nothing is offended at all in not being recognized by his 'master'; and this is unlike all other characters in the city, who are insulted not to be recognized by Menaechmus II.41 The absence of any offence on the part of Messenio eliminates the tension observed
in all previous encounters between Menaechmus II and the Epidamnians and explains the positive evolution of plot: he beats the harassers and rescues menaechmus , preventing his 'master' from being completely alienated from the policy. 46Messenio's subsequent request that he be freed in reward for his services (1023), is already foreshadowed in his
monologue (U.6) is answered by the Epidamnian who claims that he is not aware of any of his own slaves who offered him such help (1027): nec meus servos umquam tale fecit quale tu mihi ('My slave has never done anything of the kind you did for me'). Messenio lends a literal meaning to the Epidamnian's response and increases his manuscript (1031-
4),42 though the liberation is a fake one,43 in line with the 'true and false' theme that runs through the play. 47Menaechmus I am total bewilderment is seen when he has all the misadventures that befagered him until that day (1039-47), completely unaware that they were caused by his twin's presence in the action.44 In his confusion he makes one last-ditch
attempt to regain the gown from the meretrix, hoping he will be allowed to return home and ironically restore the status quo ante (1048-9). Yet the counter-directional movement begins after liberation with the local twins' alienation from his family and social milieu and is then secured with Messenio's timely intervention and finally menaechmus incarceration in
the clinic. It provides for the lucky plot twist through which the brothers recognize each other and solved all earlier plot complications. 48 This development occurs when Messenio sees the Epidamnian scream outside Erotium's house that they didn't give him the gown and bracelet that day, as his own revelations within the play never took place, observing his
likeness to his master. The fact that both brothers claim to be the same name, the same place of origin and the same father, a fact that initially mysterys the slave, eventually allows him to suspect that this man should be the long lost brother they're looking for, and to inform his master in private of this intuition.45 Messenio obtains a promise to get his freedom
should he discover the twins (1093-4): liber esto si invenis/hunc meum fratrem esse ('You'll be free if you find out that he's brother 49 In a manner reminiscent of the father-in-law when he first interviews his daughter and then his alleged son-in-law, Messenio performs the percontatio and demonstrates beyond any doubt that Menaechmus I am indeed his
master's lost brother. What's more, the slave also disregards all the plot complications with Erotium arising from mistakes over the two adulescents of identical appearance. His unraveling of all misunderstanding has a meta-poetic color, helping define the play as 'comedy of errors' (1135-6). The two protagonists then confirm Messenio's 'literary evaluation' of
the play, filling the pieces of the plot the other twins are ignorant of (1137-45). 50The manustration is in full compliance with comic generic rules, given that Messenio helped with the evolution of plot after recognizing the brothers and showed the enduring luck of his master, who longs to be reunited with his lost twin. At the start of the game Messenio plays a
blocking comic character, while in this scene he's clearly a plot mover, in that he helps with the ultimate salvation of Menaechmus I of alienation. This will eventually lead to comic recognition. 51Following the reunion, Menaechmus II suggests his brother return with him to their homeland. Cutting off all ties with Epidamnus takes the form of an auction at the
end of the play, in which Menaechmus I intend to sell everything he has acquired;46 the surprising appearance of the woman among the items on sale is definitely a joke (1160), but also seems designed to fit into the broader context of Menaechmus I am gradually alienating from town. 52 With his decision to return to his native country the local twins make it
clear that he ultimately considers the true character of the Epidamnians, and further reveals his failure to integrate into their society because of his differences from them. What's more, the serves as evidence of the intolerance the locals have shown towards the married twins, twins, him as a stranger and eventually tried to remove him from the policy via
isolation in the clinic. Conclusion 53On the basis of the above discussion, it can be concluded that Menaechmus I, who was kidnapped at a young age and lives in Epidamnus, is exploited by his family and social milieu without seeing it. Unbeknownest to everyone, the arrival of his twin brother initiates a change both in the plot direction and in his fortune,
leading to his removal from the town. It's enabled when Menaechmus II unintentionally intervenes as the composer of two input shows, both of which hinge on the meta-dramatic propensities of his twin. The two acts of personalization mirror each other, reinforcing the unity of the play's plot: in the first Menaechmus II brings the distancing of his twin from his
domestic and social environment; and in the second he calls for further ostracism within the town through the incident involving the doctor. Symmetrical doubling and replication confirm the main axle over which the play revolves. The Epidamnian's save from marginalizing following the second input play is entirely due to Messenio, who arrives in time and
frees him from his harassers. That leaves the prospect of the twins bly reuniting, and eventually returning to their native Syracuse. So Menaechmus II's quest for its identical twin, which appears to have been postponed upon arrival in town, was effectively carried out by the fertility of its meta-erven. meta-erven.
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